ABSTRACT

Implementing a custom hardware is not always feasible due to cost and time considerations. No instruction set computer (NISC) architecture is one of the promising directions to design a custom datapath for each application using its execution characteristics. A major challenge with NISC control word is that they tend to be at least 4 to 5 times larger than regular instruction size, thereby imposing higher memory requirement. A promising approach is to compress these control words to reduce the code size of the application. This article proposes an efficient bitmask-based compression technique to drastically reduce the control word size while keeping the decompression overhead minimal. The main contributions of our approach are: i) efficient don’t care resolution for maximum bitmask coverage using limited dictionary entries, ii) run length encoding to significantly reduce repetitive control words, and iii) smart encoding of constant and less frequently changing bits. Our experimental results demonstrate that our approach improves compression efficiency by an average of 20% over the best known control word compression, giving a compression ratio of 25% to 35%.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.3 [Special-Purpose and Application-based Systems]: Microprocessor applications

General Terms: Design, Algorithms

Keywords: No-Instruction-Set Computer, Compression.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is not always efficient to run an application on a generic processor, whereas implementing a custom hardware is not always feasible due to cost and time considerations. One of the promising directions is to design a custom datapath for each application using its execution characteristics. The abstraction of instruction set in generic processors limits from choosing such custom datapath. No instruction set architecture (NISC) promises faster performance guarantees by analyzing the datapath behavior and eliminating abstraction of instruction set to choose a custom datapath thus controlling the selection of optimal datapath to meet applications performance requirements. These datapath or control word (CW) tend to be at least 4 to 5 times wider than regular instructions thus increasing the code size of applications. One promising approach is to reduce these control words by compressing them. Figure 1 shows the compressed control word execution flow on a NISC architecture. The compressed control word is read from control word memory (CW Mem) and decoded to obtain original control word and sent to controller for execution.

Compression ratio is the metric commonly used to measure effectiveness of a compression technique (Equation 1). Clearly, smaller the compression ratio better the compression efficiency.

\[
\text{Compression Ratio} = \frac{\text{Compressed Size}}{\text{Uncompressed Size}}
\]

Widely used code compression techniques utilize a dictionary to store most frequently occurring instructions. The instructions are replaced with smaller dictionary indices. The application of such algorithm on NISC control words is found not to result in significant reduction in code size. This is because the control words replacing the original instructions might not retain the same repeating pattern. Gorjiara et al. [3] described an interesting approach in which the control words are split to obtain redundancies and then compressed using multiple dictionaries. The main disadvantage of this technique is that the complete binary is stored in dictionary. This leads to large compressed code (less compression) and variable length dictionary size that requires variable number of block RMs (BRAM) on which these dictionaries are stored. Seong et al. [9] presented a promising approach to achieve better compression by using limited dictionary entries and recording bit changes to match most of the instructions with dictionary. The direct application of this algorithm is found not to reduce the control word size significantly. It is a major challenge to develop an efficient compression technique which significantly reduces control word size and has minimal decompression overhead.
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Figure 1: NISC architecture and decoder placement

In this paper, we propose an efficient compression technique that takes advantage of both NISC control word compression [3] and bitmask-based compression [9] techniques. This paper makes four important contributions: i) an efficient control word compression technique to improve compression ratio by splitting control words and compressing them using multiple dictionaries, ii) a bitmask aware don’t care resolution to decrease dictionary size and improve
dictionary changing coverage, iii) smart encoding of constant and less frequently changing bits to further reduce the control word size, and iv) run length encoding of repetitive sequences to both improve compression ratio and decrease decompression overhead by providing the uncompressed words instantaneously.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the existing code compression techniques. Section 3 describes NISC architecture and existing bitmask based compression. Section 4 describes our compression technique followed by a discussion on multiple dictionary based decompression in Section 5. Section 6 presents our experimental results. Finally Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK

The first code-compression technique for embedded processors was proposed by Wolfe and Chanin [1]. Their technique uses Huffman coding, and the compressed program is stored in the main memory. The decompression unit is placed between the main memory and the instruction cache. They used a Line Address Table (LAT) to map original code addresses to compressed block addresses. Lekatsas et al. [4] proposed a dictionary based compression prototype that is capable of decoding one instruction per cycle. The idea of using dictionary to store the frequently occurring instruction sequences has been explored by various researchers [2], [8]. The techniques discussed so far target reduced instruction set computer (RISC) processors. There has been a significant amount of research in the area of code compression for very long instruction word (VLIW) and no instruction set computer (NISC) processors. The technique proposed by Ishiura and Yamaguchi [6] splits a VLIW instruction into multiple fields, and each field is compressed by using a dictionary-based scheme.

Gorjari et al. [3] applies similar approach in splitting the control words into different fields and compressing them using multiple dictionaries. Their approach can lead to unacceptable compression since it stores the complete binary in the dictionary. Moreover, it will require variable number of block RAMs (BRAM) to store variable-length dictionaries for different applications. Our approach outperforms [3] on both fronts by achieving 20% better compression (on average) using a fixed-length dictionary. Seong et al. [9] proposes a bitmask-based compression to improve compression ratio by creating matching patterns using bitmasks. However, the direct application of their algorithm is not beneficial due to lack of redundancy in longer control words. Moreover, the existing approach does not handle the presence of don’t cares in input control words. As a result, it will sacrifice on compression efficiency by randomly replacing don’t cares by 0’s or 1’s. The previous two methods ([3] and [9]) are closest to our approach. Section 6 presents experimental results to show how our approach improves compression efficiency compared to these approaches, without introducing any additional decompression overhead.

3. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

3.1 No Instruction Set Computer (NISC)

NISC technology is based on horizontal microcoded architecture. In this technology, first a custom datapath is generated for an application, and then the datapath is synthesized and laid out properly to meet timing and physical constraints. The final step is to compile the program on the generated datapath. If the application is changed after synthesis, it is simply recompiled on the existing datapath. This feature significantly improves the productivity of the designer by avoiding repetition of timing closure phase. NISC relies on a sophisticated compiler [7] to compile a program described in a high-level language to binary that directly drives the control signals of components in the datapath. The values of control signals generated for each cycle are called a control word. The control words (CW) are stored in control word memory (CW Mem, shown in Figure 1) in programmable IPs, while they are synthesized to lookup-table logic in hardwired dedicated IPs.

![Figure 2: RISC and NISC Architectures](image)

Figure 2 shows both RISC and NISC architectures. In RISC architectures, instructions are fetched from the program memory and stored in the instruction register (IR). The decoder decodes it to generate the required control word. In contrast, the NISC architecture stores the control word in the program memory thus eliminating the instruction decoder and hardware scheduler as shown in Figure 2(b). However, the code size is very large compared to RISC architectures due to two factors: control words are wider than instructions, and the number of NISC control words can be more than the number of RISC instructions. On MiBench benchmarks, NISC implementation runs 5.54 times faster than RISC-based MicroBlaze, while its code size is four times larger [3]. The large code size increases the size of control memory in programmable IPs, and the area of control logic in dedicated IPs. The goal of our code compression technique is to reduce the control word size of NISC processors while maintaining the performance benefits.

3.2 Bitmask-based Compression

Dictionary-based compression techniques provide compression efficiency as well as fast decompression mechanism. The basic idea is to take advantage of commonly occurring instruction sequences by using a dictionary. The repeating occurrences are replaced with index of the dictionary that contains the original data. Figure 3 shows an example of dictionary based code compression using a 2 entry dictionary. Most frequently occurring words are stored in a dictionary and are replaced with the dictionary index (1 bit) during compression. The compressed program consists of both indices and uncompressed instructions. Figure 4(a) and (b) show the encoding scheme for a generic dictionary based compression technique. In this example, the dictionary based compression achieves a compression ratio of 97.5%.

Seong et al. [9] improve the standard dictionary based compression techniques by considering mismatches. The basic idea is to find the instruction sequences that are different in few consecutive bit positions and store that information in the compressed program. Compression ratio will depend on how many bit changes (and length of each consecutive change) are considered during compression. Figure 3 shows the same example compressed using one
4. CONTROL WORD COMPRESSION

The existing bitmask-based compression is promising but there are various challenges discussed in the previous section that needs to be addressed. NISC control words are usually 3 to 4 times wider than normal instructions. To achieve more redundancy and to reduce code size, the control words are split into two or more slices depending on the width of the control word. Then don’t care bits are resolved using vertex coloring. The resultant control words are then scanned for less frequent and constant bits. These infrequent bits are then encoded as a skip map. Then each slice is compressed using bitmask based algorithm described in article [9] by selecting profitable parameters. The parameters are selected based on the length of each slice.

Algorithm 1 lists the major steps in compressing NISC control words. Initially in step 1, all the constant bits are removed to get reduced control words along with an initial skip map (skip map represents the bits that can be skipped from compression, and are hardcoded). In step 2, the input is split into required slices. The less frequently changing bits are then removed from each slice using Algorithm 3. For each slice, don’t care values are resolved using Algorithm 2 in step 3.1. The resultant slices are compressed in step 3.2, using a combination of run length encoding (RLE) and bitmask based compression [9]. Step 4 returns the compressed control words.

The complete compression and decompression methodology of control words is shown in Figure 5. In this example the input control word is split into three slices. The input file containing the control words is passed to the compressor. The compressor reduces the control word size by applying the Algorithm 1 and produces the compressed file in the order of slices. Later each decoder fetches compressed words from different locations in the memory. These compressed words are then decoded using the dictionary stored on block RAM (BRAM). The decompressed control word is then assembled to form the original control word.

4.1 Bitmask-Aware Don’t Care Resolution

In a generic NISC processor implementation not all functional units are involved in a given datapath, such functional units can be either enabled or disabled. The compiler [7] inserts don’t care bits in such control words. To obtain maximum compression any compression algorithm can utilize these don’t care values efficiently. One such algorithm presented in [3] creates a conflict graph with nodes representing unique control words and edges between them represent that these words cannot be merged. Application of minimal k colors to these vertices results in k merged words. It is well known fact that vertex coloring is a NP-Hard problem. Hence a heuristic based algorithm proposed by Welsh and Powell [5] is applied to color the vertices to obtain merged dictionary. This al-

---

**Figure 4: Encoding formats of existing compression techniques**

| (a) Compressed with dictionary index
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>isCompressed</strong> (1 bit)</th>
<th><strong>Dictionary Index</strong> (log(d) bits)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(b) Uncompressed word</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>isCompressed</strong> (1 bit)</td>
<td><strong>UnCompressed Word</strong> (w bits)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| (c) Bitmap compressed using only dictionary index
| **isCompressed** (1 bit) | **isBitmasked** (1 bit) | **Dictionary Index** (log(d) bits) |
| (d) Compressed using bitmasks
| **isCompressed** (1 bit) | **isBitmasked** (1 bit) | **Number of Bitmaps** | **Dictionary Index** (log(d) bits) |

**Figure 3: Dictionary and bitmask based compression**

Bitmap allowing 2 consecutive bit changes starting at even locations. In this example we are able to compress all the mismatched words using smaller number of bits and achieve compression ratio of 87.5%. Figure 4(b), (c), and (d) show the encoding format used by these techniques for a w-bit program. In general, the compression ratio depends mainly on the instruction width, dictionary size and the number of bitmasks used. A smaller instruction size results in more direct matches whereas increasing the number of words to compress. A larger dictionary size can match more words replacing them with dictionary index but at the cost of increased dictionary index bits. More number of bitmasks results in more compressed words at the same time requiring more bits to encode the bitmask information. Our approach splits the wider control words to achieve better redundancy by employing multiple dictionaries.
algorithm is well suited in reducing the dictionary size with exact matches. The dictionary chosen by this algorithm might not yield a better bitmask coverage.

An intuitive approach is to consider the fact that the dictionary entries will be used for bitmask based matching during compression. Algorithm 2 describes the steps involved in choosing such a dictionary. The algorithm allows certain bits that can be bitmailed while creating a conflict graph. This reduces the dictionary size drastically. The algorithm allows certain bits that can be bitmasked to avoid them to be represented as edges in the conflict graph, thus allowing the graph to be colored with less number of colors. This results in dictionary size with smaller dictionary index bits thus reducing the final compressed code size. It may be noted that while merging the vertices if the bits are already set then bits originating from the most frequent words are retained. This promises reduced size as they result in more direct matches.

**Algorithm 2: Bitmap Aware Don’t Care Resolution**

**Input:** i) Unique input control words $C = \{c_i, f_i\}$, ii) number and type of bitmasks $b$, $B = \{s_i, t_i\}$

**Output:** merged control words $M$

forall $u$ in $C$ do
forall $v$ in $C$ do
  if bit_conflict $(u, v)$ cannot be bitmasked using $B$ then
    add $(u, v)$ with $c_{uv} = f_u$, and $(v, u)$ with $c_{vu} = f_v$
  end
end

colors = wp_color_graph (G)

sort_on_frequencies (G)

forall $clr \in$ colors do
  $M = \text{merge all the nodes with same color } clr$
  Retain the bits of most frequent words while merging
end

Return $M$

Figure 6 describes an example don’t care resolution of NISC control words and a merging iteration. The input words and their frequencies are as shown in Figure 6 (a). There are four inputs A, B, C and D. Figure 6 (b) represents the conflict graph constructed by the don’t care resolution algorithm in [3]. The algorithm chooses three colors which represents the merged dictionary entries. Our approach skips the edges which can be bitmasked as shown in Figure 6 (c). This example uses one 1-bit bitmask to store differences. The final colors indicate the merged dictionary entries. The traditional algorithm will require three dictionary entries, whereas our approach requires only two dictionary entries that results in savings of one bit in dictionary index.

### 4.2 Encoding Less Frequently Changing Bits

Upon closer analysis of the control word sequence reveals that some bits are constant or changes less frequently throughout the code segment. Removal of such bits improves compression efficiency and does not affect matches provided by rest of the bits. The less frequently changing bits are encoded by using an unused bitmask value as a marker (01 in case of a 2-bit bitmask). A threshold number determines the number of times that a bit can change in the gven location throughout the code segment. It is found that 10 to 15 is a good threshold for the benchmarks used in our experiments. Algorithm 3 lists the steps in eliminating the constant bits and less frequently changing bits. Initially the Algorithm 3 calculates the number of ones and zeros in each bit position. In the next step only those bit positions that change less than threshold $t$ are considered to be the initial skip map. For any given control word if there are more than one bit position that change, it is not profitable to encode all these bit changes. To avoid this condition, the last step of the algorithm updates the initial skip map by constructing a conflict map for each control word. The bit position which causes the least conflict is retained for skipping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6: Bitmap aware don’t care resolution**

Figure 7 shows an example control word sequence to demonstrate bit reduction. Each control word is scanned for number of ones and zeros in each bit position. The last three bit positions do not change throughout the input thus they are removed from the input, storing these bits in a skip map. Columns with bit changes less than threshold 2 (in this example) i.e. column 2, 4 and 5 have less frequent bits changes. In the final step conflict map is created (listed at the bottom part of the figure) representing the number of collisions. The bit positions with collisions 0 or 1 are considered for skipping, the remaining columns (column 4) are excluded from the initial skip map. The skip map and the bits which needs to be encoded are shown on the right side of the figure. It can be noted that there is a significant reduction in control word size for compression. The decompression section discusses how these less frequently changing bits are reassembled.

**Algorithm 3: Removal of Less Frequently Changing Bits**

**Input:** i) Control Words with don’t cares $D$

**Output:** Skip Map $S$

$S = \phi$

forall $w$ in $D$ do
  forall $b_i$, $i^{th}$ bit in $w$ do
    count_zeros
  end
end

create a skip_map of 0/1 or taken with count < threshold $t$

forall $w$ in $D$ do
  if $w$ has a conflict with skip_map then
    count the number of bits $w$ conflicts with skip_map.
  end
  remove most conflict bit from previously calculated skip_map.
end

return $S$

### 4.3 Run Length Encoding

Careful analysis of the control words pattern reveals that the in-
5. DECOMPRESSION MECHANISM

This section analyzes the modification required for the decompression engine proposed in [9]. Figure 9 describes the structure of the NISC control word decompression engine. The decompression hardware consists of multiple decoding units for each slice of compressed control words. Each decoder contains input buffer to store the incoming data from memory. Based on the type of compressed word, control is passed to the corresponding decode unit. Each decoding engine has a skip map register to insert extra bits that were removed during less frequently changing bit reduction. A separate unit to toggle these bits handles the insertion of these difference bits. This unit reads the offset within the skip map register to toggle the bit and places it in the output buffer. All outputs from decoding engine are then directed to the skip map for constant bits which holds the completely skipped bits (bits that never change). The output from constant bit register will be connected to controller for execution.

6. EXPERIMENTS

The effectiveness of our proposed compression technique is measured using MiBench benchmarks [3]. In particular we use adpcm, adpcmdec, crc32, dijkstra, sha, and ffmpeg programs. These application are commonly used embedded software in mobile, network, security and telecom domains. These benchmarks are also used in the existing control word compression technique [3]. We evaluate the compression ratio and resources used by decompression engine (BRAMs) against the compression approach proposed by Gorjiara et al. [3] and original bitmask based compression [9].

6.1 Compression Performance

The benchmarks are compiled in release mode using NISC compiler [7]. The profitable parameters selected for bitmask based compression are determined by the width of the control word. For example a control word between 16 and 32 bits, dictionary size of 16, two bitmasks of each 2-bit sliding is selected. For a control
word less than 16 bits, dictionary size of 8, single bitmask of 2-bit sliding is selected for compression.

Figure 10 compares the compression ratios of our approach (m-BMC) using single (m-BMC-op1) and multiple (two: m-BMC-op2, three: m-BMC-op3, four: m-BMC-op4) dictionaries. We split the input control words equally into the number of dictionaries used. For each control word slice we select the profitable parameters mentioned above for bitmask based compression. The three dictionary option clearly outperforms the other combination except in the case of sha and crc32 program, where two and four dictionary options respectively result in better compression ratio. Overall we find that using three dictionary option is better for most of the benchmarks.

Figure 11 compares our approach (using three dictionaries) with the existing bitmask based compression technique (BMC [9]). Our bitmask-based RLE approach combined with constant and less frequently changing bits outperforms the existing bitmask based compression method [9] by an average of 20 to 30%.

Figure 12 compares the compression ratios between the existing multi-dictionary compression technique proposed by Gorjiara et al. [3] and our approach. Both approaches use three dictionaries. On an average, our approach outperforms over NISC compression technique [3] by 15 to 20%. It is important to note that our approach uses up to six times less number of BRAMs to store the dictionary compared to [3].

6.2 Decompression Overhead

Our approach automatically generates the Verilog based decompression engine with selected compression parameters. The decompression engine can operate at the speed of the decoding units capable of operating at 100 MHz in the range of NISC processor operating range. The dictionary size used in all the benchmarks are small and limited. In our approach, the BRAM used to store these dictionaries are fixed requiring 1 or 2 BRAMs, whereas the existing method [3] uses up to six BRAMs.

7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a bitmask based compression technique to reduce the size of NISC control words by splitting and compressing them using multiple dictionaries. We designed a bitmask aware don’t care resolution that produces dictionary having large bitmask coverage with minimal and restricted dictionary size. We developed an efficient RLE technique that encodes the consecutive repetitive patterns to improve both compression efficiency and decompression performance. This paper also developed an efficient way of encoding constant and less frequently changing bits to significantly reduce the control word size. Our approach improved compression efficiency by 20 to 30% over the best known compression technique [3] with no additional decompression overhead.
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